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	This 2000 Edition of Sir Patrick Moore?s classic book has been completely revised in the light of changes in technology. Not only do these changes include commercially available astronomical telescopes and software, but also what we know and understand about the universe. There are many new photographs and illustrations. Writing in the easy-going style that made him famous as a writer and broadcaster, Sir Patrick introduced astronomy and amateur observing together, so that his reader gets an idea of what he is observing at the same time as how to observe. Almost half the book is Appendices. These are hugely comprehensive and provide hints and tips, as well as data (year 2000 onwards) for pretty well every aspect of amateur astronomy. This is probably the only book in which all this information is collected in one place.
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Web Standards Solutions: The Markup and Style Handbook, Special EditionFriends of Ed, 2009
Welcome to the expanded second edition of Dan Cederholm's best-selling Web Standards Solutions. Web Standards are the standard technology specifications enforced by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to make sure that web designers and browser manufacturers are using the same technology syntax.
It is important that these implementations are...
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If Hemingway Wrote JavaScriptNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		What if William Shakespeare were asked to generate the Fibonacci series or Jane Austen had to write a factorial program? In If Hemingway Wrote JavaScript, author Angus Croll imagines short JavaScript programs as written by famous wordsmiths. The result is a peculiar and charming combination of prose, poetry, and...
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State-of-the-Art Technologies in Food Science: Human Health, Emerging Issues and Specialty Topics (Innovations in Agricultural & Biological Engineering)Apple Academic Press, 2018

	
		There has been a growing interest in the health benefits derived from fruits and vegetables and the food products based on them. Many foods contain various phytochemicals, flavonoids, fibers, macronutrients and micronutrients, minerals, etc. that are good for health and essential for keeping good health. This volume provides a global...
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Cardiac Perfusion and Pumping Engineering (Clinically-Oriented Biomedical Engineering)World Scientific Publishing, 2007

	Cardiac pumping is dependent on cardiac perfusion. Hence, it is only natural that we address both cardiac perfusion and pumping in this book. We have gone one step further in also considering assisted perfusion by coronary bypass surgery and myocardial regeneration by means of stem cells transformed into implantable cardiomyocytes. The book...
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Distributed Computing with Go: Practical concurrency and parallelism for Go applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A tutorial leading the aspiring Go developer to full mastery of Golang's distributed features.

	
		Key Features

		
			This book provides enough concurrency theory to give you a contextual understanding of Go concurrency
	
			It gives weight to synchronous and asynchronous data...
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Physics of Organic SemiconductorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
"... is a useful contribution to the field and well worth buying." ChemPhysChem 
    
    "There is no doubt this book will be a useful companion to current researchers of whichever strand - physicists, chemists, materials scientists, and electrical engineers alike, as well as researchers about to enter the field."...
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